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CHILD CARE IN KANKAKEE 

The prioress general and the general council of the Dominican Sisters of Springfield, 

Illinois are the members of a corporation entitled the Cardinal Stritch Home; as such 

they constitute the board of directors. The purpose of the corporation, as delineated 

in its bylaws, is to "establish, maintain, support and conduct the Alfred Fortin Villa 

in Bourbonnais, Illinois, a welfare institution for children." Originally the home was 

established as an orphanage according to the terms of the will of Alfred Fortin; of 

recent years it has been a daycare and learning center for preschool children. 

Among the duties of the board of directors is to annually review and approve the 

administrator’s report which includes the budget and the current financial reports. 

For many years the ministry of the Villa was financially sustained from the income 

off the investments from a trust created by the will of Alfred Fortin and from other 

charitable bequests. 

Alfred Fortin lived in the Kankakee, Illinois vicinity; he died childless in 1947. In his 

will he asked that the Grey Nuns of Montreal build a villa for children in the area. 

When they were unable to do so, the courts entrusted the project to the Archdiocese 

of Chicago of which Kankakee was then a part; the diocese of Joliet had not yet been 

formed. Our congregation agreed to carry out the terms of the will and we began, as 

designated in the will, with the erection of an orphanage in September of 1952. The 

first children, most of whom were wards of the courts, were welcomed in March of  
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1954. In 1973 the regional child welfare agency determined that wards of the court 

would hereafter not be assigned to orphanages but to foster homes. With the closure 

of the orphanage, our sisters invited a Kansas City firm to make a study interviewing 

local leaders and people in every walk of life. The outcome of the study indicated 

that a day care center with an emphasis on learning was a priority need for the area. 

The facility reopened in 1974 as a DayCare Learning Center and has been operating 

as such ever since. 

Of recent years the board of directors have become increasingly aware that the 

capital in the trust is being gradually eroded to pay for the upkeep of a now-aging 

facility and the sizeable staff that is required to sustain the operation of the center. 

What seemed like a huge, inexhaustable fortune in the 1950’s appears quite 

diminished in today’s economy. Another concern that has been raised is whether or 

not the current ministry itself as it is being actualized is in keeping with the intent 

of the will or within the scope of the mission of our congregation. Coincidentally, it 

is Alfred Fortin’s fiftieth year, the jubilee year of his entry into the fullness of life, a 

most propitious time to revisit his intent. I harkened back to a marvelous talk that 

I heard several years ago; it was given at a meeting of the National Association of 

Treasurers of Religious Institutes. One of the speakers Juliana Casey, THM, talked 

of the profound meaning that the ancient, biblical sense of jubilee has for our 

ministry today. She explained that, as in Leviticus, "jubilee" has significant 

implications for us as we act as stewards of God’s gifts. "In this way you shall set  
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the fiftieth year apart and proclaim freedom to all the inhabitants of the land. 

During this year all property that has been sold shall be restored to the original 

owner or his descendants, and anyone who has been sold as a slave shall return to 

his family." (25:10) In ancient times, all land reverted to its original owners during 

jubilee years. Families and tribes who had lost their lands through debt or for some 

other reason returned during jubilee years and it became theirs once again. Slaves 

were freed, the gap between the rich and the poor was eliminated; at jubilee everyone 

was again on equal footing. We decided that this was the year that we, the board of 

directors, must look again at the Fortin intentions and see what is incumbent upon 

us as stewards; to see that the ministry respects the original intent of its benefactor; 

to see that the children who should be served are not getting lost and that the 

recipients of the ministerial service are, in fact, those for whom it was intended. It 

is jubilee year; it is time that the land revert back to its original owners. 

The board of directors was unanimous in its agreement that, in this jubilee year, we 

would address our own questions. For too long we entertained some doubts about the 

ministry but had not undertaken the full-blown study along with the extensive follow- 

up that would be required for such an examination. How do we get hold of this; 

where do we go; what are we being called to? What is the word of God in this context 

today? What is God doing here and what is God inviting us to do as leaders, as 

prophets, as sacraments for the world? As we reflected on the church and the 

church’s thinking and theologizing, many challenges from Scripture and church  
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documents came to mind. In Luke 7:36-50 and 15:1-2, when the woman washed 

Jesus’ feet with her tears and dried them with her hair as well as the time the 

Pharisees declared, "This man welcomes outcasts and even eats with them", we see 

that Jesus calls us to take up the cause of those who suffer from social 

discrimination. The papal documents on justice and, in particular, the pastoral 

Economic Justice for All were discussed. "The fundamental conviction of our faith is 

that human life is fulfilled in the knowledge and love of the living God in communion 

with others." (#30) 

In that same pastoral the bishops quote Luke who, speaking of the good Samaritan, 

indicates that the samaritan "was moved with compassion at the sight of the 

wounded man; he stops; tends him and takes him to a place of safety. In this parable 

compassion is the bridge between mere seeing and action; love is made real through 

effective action." (#43) The pastoral moves on to explicit action in favor of those in 

need. In particular, in the section entitled "Poverty" we read, "Policies and programs 

at all levels should support the strength and stability of families, especially those 

adversely affected by the economy." (#206) Further, it specifies that "for those 

children whose parents do work outside the home, there is a serious shortage of 

affordable, quality day care. Employers, governments, and private agencies need to 

improve both the availability and the quality of child care services." (#208) These few 

gleanings were just a tiny reflection on the themes that we examined and that moved 

us to action.  
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We recognized that the village of Bourbonnais, one of three urban areas that make 

up the Kankakee metropolitan region, was a rural area in Fortin’s day but has, over 

the past fifty years, become the most prosperous and affluent section in the vicinity. 

For reasons about which most of us can only guess, no public transportation system 

exists throughout this locality. As a result, the people who are most likely to take 

advantage of the services of the present daycare facility are not those most in need; 

however, for the Villa to stay in operation the administration has gladly accepted all 

those who applied. In contrast, Alfred Fortin’s will reads in part: 

It is my intention and I so direct that the orphans’ home, provided for 
in this will, when established, shall be used for the care, boarding, 
lodging, maintenance and education of very young, indigent orphan 
children, especially foundlings whose relatives are unable to properly 
care, board, lodge, maintain and educate, and I recommend to the said 
Gray Nuns that they follow a policy of finding good homes for said 
orphans with people who will take a parental care and interest in said 
children and that said children be legally adopted, if the same can be 
done” and elsewhere, "It is my utmost desire in creating the charitable 
trust herein to elaborate upon this finding of fact by me that such 
institutions should be built more in the open, away from larger cities, 
so that the inhabitants of the rural communities would have possibly a 
greater opportunity to take those children by consent of such 
institutions for rearing as their own, and that in placing such 
unfortunates it is to a greater advantage to them, morally and 
physically, that such orphans or foundlings be placed in homes in rural 
territories." 

Were Alfred Fortin to revisit his fortune or, at least, what seemed to be a fortune fifty 

years ago, I think he would not be pleased. 

Although Fortin had himself purchased the property upon which he designated that 

the orphanage be built, he could not have imagined that it would now be situated on  
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Main Street of Bourbonnais, that the front of the property abuts Dairy Queen on the 

one side and Hardees on the other. Down the street and across, you can find every 

conceivable fast food business as well as many other commercial ventures. He would 

not have dreamed that what he perceived as a trust that would care for children "in 

perpetuity” could be quickly eroded in an economic climate that has changed so 

dramatically in only five decades. Even the transformation of the institution from 

orphanage to day care has not realized its own envisioned effect. Historically, tuition 

rates have generally been lower at the Villa so as to accomodate those who were less 

able to pay; however, unforeseen circumstances have been such that these services 

have generally not been available to the poor. At the present time, enrollment is 

dropping because day care has become a big business in the area and competition has 

created a need for increased advertising and recruitment. It is definitely time for 

self-examination, for going back to roots, beginning to dream again and take another 

look at life. This definitely is a time of death and dying, and then we look to 

resurrection. 

Like second Jeremiah, "This is exile; we're going home." We are called to conversion; 

to rebuild our structures, to rebuild our policies. God is active in our world; what 

does it mean for us in this context? We come to it with what has echoed through 

Catholic social thought for at least the last twenty years - if we are to be credible as 

church we must model the kind of justice that God is trying to bring about in this 

world. It must show in the ways we organize ourselves; it must show in the ways we  
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invest our resources and our energies; it must show in what we do. We must embody 

and enter into it so that we become sacramental signs. Again the economic pastoral 

challenges us. "Love implies concern for all - especially the poor - and a continued 

search for those social and economic structures that permit everyone to share in a 

community that is part of a redeemed creation (Rom 8:21-23)." (#365) 

Community? With whom? Who are these others with whom we are called to form 

community? Both Paul and our bishops are calling us to this search. In the 

introduction to my bible are the words, "A condition to grasp the teaching of God is 

that you search for it together with your brothers and sisters as you participate in 

a Christian community.” I harken back to a conviction I expressed in response to an 

assignment for the course on church, "It is my participation in the communion of 

persons which, in the process, transfigures both me and the world into church. It is 

the celebration together of the life of the world in the body of Christ. It reveals the 

truth of life; that truth which means acceptance of the fall and of sin including the 

recognition of my own sins." In today’s Gospel Mark (4:21-25) includes the line 

"Whatever is hidden must be brought into the open". This is the meaning of 

community, of assembly, the bringing out into the light so we can enter together into 

a "conspiracy that erupts in love and has the potential for good". (Gerlach: Preaching 

at today’s liturgy) Jesus is unimaginable alone; he traveled and dined with his 

companions; he is either with Peter, James and John or the Gospel reads that "Jesus 

arrived in the company of his disciples”. We must look to a community of those who  
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share our faith and our hopes; share our loves and our struggles. We must join with 

them in pursuit of our mutual hopes. We must look out into our society for those 

groups, those organizations, those communities that are struggling with the same 

problems and invite them into community with us, to help us and for us to help them. 

Then we will be sacraments to that larger society as we grapple in such a way that 

is faith-based and rooted in community, that understands the meaning of death and 

believes in resurrection. 

In response to this call, I have taken the following actions to date. Because, as a 

member of the congregation’s general council, I have served as the contact person 

with administration of the Villa, I asked to undertake this project and work with 

whoever needed to be part of this process. After having the project entrusted to me, 

I met early this year with the administrator of the Villa and the advisory board to 

explain the situation and enlist their ideas, insights and support. We all agreed on 

the need to enter into a study relative to the future of the Villa. We engaged a firm 

out of Minneapolis to conduct a feasibility study concerning the needs of children in 

the Kankakee area that is consistent with the Fortin will and with our own mission. 

On my next trip to the Villa, I asked our community treasurer and two of those who 

were conducting the survey to accompany me; we met again with the Villa's 

administration and advisory board for their input into the study; the four of us made 

some visits to county officials. By mid-May, after they had made several trips to the 

vicinity for information, the consultant group completed their study and they made  
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a presentation to us which: (1) described the scope and objectives of their report, (2) 

analyzed the existing conditions, (3) made recommendations for the Villa site, (4) 

gave possibilities for site development, (5) gave an account of their interviews with 

social service providers, and (6) presented their overall summary and conclusions. 

The scope of the study and the possibilities it presented were just the beginnings for 

us in our exploration. 

Whom else should we tap? Four board members went to Kankakee with me on July 

8; we had several goals: (1) We met with the two directors at Catholic Charities for 

an exchange of insights and an understanding of possibilities from their viewpoint; 

(2) We inspected the Villa premises including the 27 acres of farmland that abut the 

Villa and belong to the trust. This land is no asset as a farm but is extremely 

valuable because of its location for possible residential development; (3) We drove 

about twenty miles east into the country to become familiar with a desperately poor 

rural section not far from Kankakee called Hopkins Park; black families had been 

enticed there after WWII through some kind of a real estate/political scam. 

Next, on July 16, we held a meeting with some of our sisters: the present and past 

administrators of the Villa, those who serve in ministries with a similar social service 

bent and those who are currently working on social service degrees. This meeting 

was stimulating; they raised questions and shared ideas for the future, so many 

ideas! The Villa could be a family center with components related to domestic  
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violence, youth, children, unwed mothers, etc.; the Villa could be a family 

preservation center for high risk situations; the Villa could be a comprehensive family 

shelter with resources available; the Villa could provide transitional housing; the 

Villa could be sold and daycare moved to a site available to the poor; it could provide 

evening/night infant care; the farmland could be sold and transportation provided for 

the poor; it could be a home for AIDS and crack babies; it could be a literacy center; 

the farmland could be used for affordable housing; services should be moved to 

Hopkins Park. Most of the sisters were excited and creative; I noticed that the 

current and past administrators were clinging to the operation as it is at present. 

We asked each one to color code those possibilities to which they felt they could put 

some energy. The one entitled "New Site - Day Care" (poorer area of Kankakee or 

in Hopkins Park) received the highest number of tallies. We had not yet decided 

where to go from here with this group and their information but the brainstorming 

ideas from this meeting were all recorded and will add insights into the process. 

Although the sisters were excited, I left with my head swimming. 

At our August assembly I informed our congregation as a whole of the status of our 

study and invited their ideas and input. We believe that through networking and 

building alliances we can continue to identify and meet some of the needs that we 

uncover. At this point we were still tapping sources, still getting input and each step 

awaited the outcome of the preceding step; however, throughout this year, as we 

develop our response we will keep in mind that in biblical years of jubilee, the land  
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lay fallow for a year before it was reclaimed by its original owners. Then everyone 

could stand on an equal footing with everyone else. We felt that we are just on the 

threshold of something new, something exciting. We may not achieve the aims of 

biblical jubilee but we will surely bring something good to birth. 

Early in the afternoon of September 23, five of us met with the County Planning 

Commissioner at his office in Kankakee. During this approximately two-hour 

meeting, we primarily discussed socio-economic data for Kankakee County. He 

indicated that 50% of the Kankakee School District consists of minorities. 

Unemployment rates hit a high of 23% in the 1980’s but, through county-wide 

economic and development planning, the current rate is approximately 6%. The City 

of Kankakee has more social services than either Bradley or Bourbonnais because it 

has more of those suffering from physical handicaps, disease, poverty and racial 

discrimination. He spoke at length of the prospects and impact of a third major 

airport serving the Chicago area that might be located north of Kankakee. An area 

in which we had already become interested was Hopkins Park just east of Kankakee. 

This area is 95% African-American and ranks low on many, if not most, social- 

economic indices; it is the product of an effort to lure many from Chicago’s south side 

to this rural area. Those who came were forsaken; they have only recently been 

served with sewer and water. I must admit that those who were indicating a strong 

interest for Hopkins Park had been the sisters and not the members of the Lay 

Advisory Board; therefore, if we were to pursue any efforts in this direction might,  



we were not too sure of the amount of support we would receive. 

That evening we met with the administration and Lay Advisory Board of the Villa. 

We were really gratified that every single member was able to make the meeting: two 

from administration and the eleven that form the board. Our general treasurer 

distributed the balance sheet for the trust for the year ending December 31, 1995, 

and gave a five-year comparative report on the Villa’s income and expenditures as 

well as a cost analysis based on annual operating figures. I reviewed with them all 

the steps that had been taken up to this point that had been precipitated by the 

erosion of the capital and the concerns related to the service of the children 

designated by the will. Following this review, we shared the results of the study; we 

gave an overview and then explained each section of the study in detail. Questions 

were raised and addressed. Four copies of the study were left with the board 

members; these would be circulated among them during the month and then, on the 

evening of October 15, we would gather for another meeting. At that time they would 

give their own input into the future of the facility, the land and the mission. 

The intervening month whirled by in a hurry and I found myself returning to 

Bourbonnais for the follow-up meeting. I was sincerely impressed with the input 

from the board and proud that they had so deeply inculcated the mission within their 

responses to our earlier presentation. The board is made up of men and women from 

every walk of life; there are contractors, laborers, a doctor, a lawyer, a banker,  
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homemakers, developers and people knowledgeable about other aspects of this 

ministry. The doctor, surely from his own experience of the needs of children, urged 

us to sell all the property to the highest bidder: "Get the biggest bang for the buck!" 

and then build another facility, perhaps out in the country, where we would offer 

foster care in a temporary orphanage-type service. He underlined the fact that, since 

these children are wards of the State, the State pays well for their basic needs. Most 

others added some spin to this original suggestion: anything from continuing with the 

present ministry in a renovated facility or adapting the ministry but remaining in the 

facility or tear the facility down and start all over. The lawyer was great at 

synthesizing as we went along and moving us forward; after he heard all the 

suggestions he pointed out that we had come to consensus around the first step, viz, 

get all the property evaluated by two out-of-this-area appraisers. 

Although we concurred that he heard a great deal of agreement around the sale of 

all the property, we had not heard agreement around the mission; however, we all 

acknowledged that we still needed input from another group, one that had been 

interviewed by the consultants and had very recently called for an appointment. This 

group, called Servant Cor, is a system sponsored by the Servants of the Holy Heart 

of Mary; it is based in Kankakee and is involved in healthcare including long-term 

care. Perhaps the Servant Cor people might want to joint-venture with us somehow. 

Another group that I needed to get back to was our sisters; they need to have some 

ownership in the mission if we want them to be part of whatever ministry develops.  
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The lawyer offered to employ the appraisers, for this I was grateful. He also wanted 

to set another meeting for the following month; here I felt he was pushing the process 

a bit so I thanked him gratefully and told them all that, since related steps had to 

be taken in the interim, I would get back to them as soon as I could. I didn’t leave 

that meeting feeling that I carried a mandate for our decision-making process; for 

this I was thankful. I was glad because I didn’t want to raise their expectations 

when, in fact, there were so many other ideas and people that needed to be part of 

the dialogue and involved in the final decision. 

Meantime, serious concerns for children had arisen around legislation that was 

passed in August. The fact that the sweeping welfare-reform bill had passed meant 

that legal immigrants would lose their food stamps, the disabled would face benefit 

cuts, and it is predicted that more than one million additional children would.be 

pushed into poverty. Such outcomes of current legislation provided grist for the 

conversation around ministry in the Kankakee area. The more I reflected upon the 

conditions of children, the more I felt drawn to a truly poverty-based opportunity to 

serve their needs. Then came the Servant Cor meeting and a new challenge to my 

thinking; who are the poor? 

The provincial of the Sisters of the Holy Heart of Mary (SSCM) accompanied by the 

vice-president of geriatric services for Servant Cor and the president of Cor Unum, 

the eldercare holding company, and the vice president for mission/leadership, came  
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to Springfield during November with a proposal. Stimulated by the fact that they 

had been interviewed by the consulting firm that we had employed, they began 

spinning plans of their own around the Villa. Basically they proposed that the Villa 

become the preferred daycare provider for the employees of their institutions: Saint 

Mary Hospital, Cor Unum, Servant Cor and Service Cor. If we were willing to accept 

their proposal, other businesses might be targeted for the same kind of consideration. 

Of course, such an arrangement would become part of the benefit package that they 

would offer their employees and, on our part, it would require 24-hour a day services 

for seven days a week which is not feasible in the way the Villa is presently staffed 

and organized. In response to questions for their opinions about the need for daycare 

in Hopkins Park, we learned that they had already taken steps to survey the needs 

and had, to some extent, participated in an effort to reach out to the people there. 

Servant Cor’s proposal about becoming the primary daycare provider for their 

institutions did not sit well with me; I did not feel that the clientele they were 

proposing would fit the category that Mr. Fortin had chosen for the recipient of 

services. However, desiring to investigate every possibility, we thoroughly discussed 

their proposal and indicated our reservations to our visitors. What followed was a 

very refreshing theological reflection on the poor and who they are that comprise this 

category. Together we recalled that we are in the midst of dramatic changes; social 

welfare and other programs are being curtailed; these were the very programs that 

reached out to some of the people who are unable to participate in the marketplace.  
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Another far-reaching development which has been created by the breakthroughs in 

communication and transportation is that organized production can happen anyplace 

in the world. As a result, the key component in the manufacture of goods becomes 

the cost of labor; this factor, therefore, has prompted industry to move in search of 

cheaper labor. Consequently, a whole tier of industrial production that created the 

middle class in this country has moved away. Production has moved away from 

organized labor, from ecological and legislative control, from healthcare protection; 

most have moved out of this country and into the third world. With this movement 

has been the erosion of the middle class; the jobs that are lost are the jobs that paid 

the middle class. Of course, many of us buy into this process because we are glad to 

purchase clothing at a cheaper price; nevertheless, we who are in the middle class are 

thereby contributing to our own economic demise. There has been a growing 

polarization of wealth in this country as there has been all around the world. The 

top 1% in this country hold the wealth of the equivalent of the bottom 40%. A new 

process is developing; owners are abandoning their employees as well as the 

communities that have grown up around industry. These are left behind; industry 

is moving wherever the profits are greatest. 

Catholic social thought has consistently taught and supported the social contract 

whereby management respected the fundamental human rights of employees, i.e. 

access to food, housing, healthcare. Our nation is losing its identity, as indicated in 

the Economic Justice for All (#15-21); individualism, competition, specialization has 

led us to lose our common moral vision. The dynamic of the market is squeezing out  
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the poor and needy. In Centesimus Annus (66-74) John Paul II reiterated the 

continual teaching of the church as proclaimed by Leo XII in Rerum Novarum (99-07), 

by Pius XI in Quadragesimo Anno (191), by John XXIII in Mater et Magistra (428.9), 

by Paul VI in Populorum Progressio (22-4); his wording may be different due to the 

developing understanding of our time; however, the message is the same: 

There must be social controls put on the market; basic food, healthcare, 

housing, education belong to the fundamental dignity of every person. 

In the long term, an unbridled market system is socially unsustainable 
around the world; it is also ecologically unsustainable. Massive, major 
problems are enveloping the middle class. 

The people from Servant Cor opened my eyes to the needs of the middle class, a 

group whose base is eroding and, if their needs are not addressed, will soon become 

part of and immensely enlarge the group of the truly economically poor. 

This input complicated my life considerably and brought me back to what the bishops 

had said in the economic pastoral which I had quoted earlier: "For those children 

whose parents do work outside the home, there is a serious shortage of affordable, 

quality day care. Employers, governments, and private agencies need to improve 

both the availability and the quality of child care services." (#208) It is certainly true 

of the middle class that both parents work outside the home, but what about those 

who are extremely poor? What about Hopkins Park? Does this have to be an 

either/or situation? What is the Word of God in these changes today? What does the 

Word speak to us in these circumstances? This is another of those turning points 

when we need to sit together and look at all the pieces, reflect on God’s Word and  



decide where to go from here. 

The group that I chose to sit with were the members of the Board of Directors. The 

Word with which we sat came to us through John XXIII; in Pacem in Terris he 
  

teaches that: 

It is beyond question that in the creation of institutions many 

contributed and continue to contribute who were believed to be and who 
consider themselves Christians; and without doubt, in part at least, they 

were and are. How does one explain this? It is our opinion that the 

explanation is to be found in an inconsistency in their minds between 
religious belief and their action in the temporal sphere. It is necessary, 
therefore, that their interior unity be re-established, and that in their 

temporal activity faith should be present as a beacon to give light, and 
charity as a force to give life. (152) 

In our own examination of the integration of our faith and our actions we determined 

that faith by nature is radically social; that is how we transform the world in which 

we live. Faith is predicated on the premises of the sacredness and the dignity of the 

person, that it is protected by surrounding it with a set of moral claims to rights and 

duties and that the person is also social, i.e., we are not self-sufficient; by nature we 

need the human community. 

In the light of John XXIII's message, we returned to our task. I presented the pieces 

as I saw them and they looked like this: The community of interested persons with 

whom we have been dialoging have presented any number of suggestions. Primarily 

these options include: 

(1) continue the present ministry as it is until the funds run out; we would  



have fulfilled the terms of the will; 

(2) sell the farm land and thereby realize enough money, and possibly a 

surplus, to remodel the facility, bring it up to code, and allow for a larger 

enrollment, and then provide a daycare program in keeping with the needs 

expressed by the people from Servant Cor; 

(3) sell everything and use the money to build a home for foster children, 

preferably in a rural location; 

(4) sell everything and use money to provide daycare in a poor area, preferably 

in Hopkins Park. 

Various spin-offs from these basic recommendations were also discussed. As each 

was presented, pertinent questions were raised. Chief among these were queries 

such as "Where will an enlarged enrollment come from if not from the employees of 

Servant Cor?" "If we go into any kind of new construction that is three hours from 

here, who is going to assume the responsibility for it?" "Other than the present and 

past administrators, we did not find support among our sisters for daycare at that 

" ¥ 

location." "There seems to be no passion for this ministry as it is." "What kind of a 

future can we project for our sponsorship of an expansion of such an operation?" "If 

the trust is rapidly eroding at this juncture, how will the infusion of funds from the 

sale of property do any more than prolong the inevitable, namely, the demise of the 

ministry?” "The SSCM’S at Servant Cor make a good argument for their benefits for 

the middle class. Isn’t there some way we could work with them to achieve most of  
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With this last question a new round of ideas began to emerge; the bottom line became 

our final question of the day: "What if we transferred the sponsorship of the Villa, 

along with all the trust money and the farmland, to the SSCM’s so they could 

renovate the facility to meet their needs? In return we would ask that our sisters 

who are interested in serving there may continue in that capacity and our sisters who 

are interested in serving in Hopkins Park might join them in that endeavor?" Laden 

with this proposition, I left for Kankakee. 

The SSCM’s were somewhat taken aback by the prospect of the transfer of the 

sponsorship to their corporation. This had not been part of their considerations. 

After my presentation around the possibility of our divesting ourselves of the 

sponsorship of this institution along with the manner of our sisters continued 

participation in ministry, I left them to their own reflections and analysis. Shortly 

after I returned to Springfield, I received an extensive communication from them; 

they had certainly taken our proposition seriously. Five of the team from Servant 

Cor had descended unannounced upon the Villa for a tour; they sent a summary of 

their impressions. These encompassed the building, site, personnel and programming 

as well as their recommendations regarding each. I was surprised at this follow-up 

without prior notice to the Villa personnel so I called the administrator of the Villa 

and asked about her reaction to the inspection; she said that she was "thunderstruck"”  
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- with good reason. Servant Cor’s letter also asked that they have access to the 

Villa’s financial reports, the study made by the consultants, the names of the lay 

advisory board members, and any records of building inspections, zoning, city 

planning and employee needs surveys. All of these materials seemed appropriate to 

share so I gathered and mailed them. Actually, all of this information which was 

regularly in the hands of board members was thereby already matter for public 

consumption. 

What followed was a welcomed period of inactivity in this area; no word from them; 

no further word from us. I had this image of a herd of cattle munching on their 

fodder and leisurely digesting it. December and January passed. For my part, it was 

good to have this respite; there is life beyond the Villa after all! I felt good about the 

path we had chosen; however, our fate now lay in the hands of others. So whats 

new? Isn’t this the way it should be? Or, at the very least, shouldnt our future lie 

in communal hands? Isn’t this what we wanted? To come to a resolution and then 

turn it over; let it go? Actually, enough time and energy had gone into this project 

that I wasn’t quite ready to accept a "No"; I felt we had come to a faith-filled 

response, so they had just better accept it!! As you can see, the "faith-filled" was on 

the feeling level and on my terms; it had not as yet been totally integrated into my 

being. Since I dreaded a negative response, the period of inactivity regarding this 

project was essential for me so I could come to grips with the fact that our offer might 

be rejected. Such a response would send us back to the drawing board. The prospect  
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of dealing with the dilemma involving some even more formidable project than we 

had already undertaken sent my head reeling. Turning it over to God does not come 

easily! It was during this period that I read Cardinal Bernardin’s The Gift of Peace. 
  

In his handwritten introduction he writes: 

To paraphrase Charles Dickens in A Tale of Two Cities, "it has been the 
best of times, it has been the worst of times." The worst because of the 

humiliation, physical pain, anxiety and fear. The best because of the 
reconciliation, love, pastoral sensitivity and peace that have resulted 

from God’s grace and the support and prayers of so many people. While 
not denying the former, this reflection focuses on the latter, showing 
how, if we let him, God can write straight with crooked lines. To put it 

another way, this reflection is intended to help others understand how 
the good and the bad are always present in our human condition and, 
that if we "let go", if we place ourselves totally in the hands of the Lord, 
the good will prevail. 

On page 8 of the same book Cardinal Bernardin writes, "Have I feared that God’s will 

may be different from mine and that if his will prevailed I would be criticized? Or 

was there another reason? Perhaps, pyschologically and emotionally, I have simply 

been unable to let go." Those were the Cardinal's questions; mine could have 

included, "Might not this solution be a convenient, facile one and I have my hopes 

pinned on it because it would be the easy way out? My problem might be that I too 

easily long to let go." I am not trying to equate my situation with his but, 

nevertheless, his words spoke clearly to me of my need to leave this concern in God’s 

hands and to go on with the other matters of my life; however this turns out will be 

the right way and I will be at peace with it. 

During February I received another call from a vice-president of Servant Cor; she  
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indicated that "accepting the stewardship of the trust is a distinct possibility". That 

much was good news! The vice-president also asked for more information about the 

Lay Advisory Board and about finances. I faxed back the requested data and 

continued the vigil while feeling very much at their mercy. I had to admit that their 

willingness to assume the sponsorship of the trust or, as they termed it, the 

stewardship of the trust would be a tremendous relief. Part of that came from my 

own question, What are a bunch of Dominicans doing in the daycare business 

anyway? How does that flow from our charism?" I would happily jettison our 

participation in the ministry in favor of the SSCM’s and let them deal with the ghost 

of Alfred Fortin which had haunted us for a half-century. At this point I realized 

that I had gone from the heights of idealism to the depths of cynicism; I needed a 

little inspiration and a large dose of conversion. 

Since we have a meeting of the General Council every Monday morning and, since 

this group had been involved from the beginning, they are good ones with whom I can 

to reflect. So I went back to them about that very charism which we espouse to see 

if or how it incorporates the daycare business. Some of the exchange included a 

reminder of an excerpt from a little two-page history of our congregation in the front 

of our documents. One line reads, "In a particular way, the community’s earliest 

choices have taught us fidelity to the hallmark of Dominican government: shared 

decision-making." It bothers me that Alfred Fortin put such restrictions on our 

service to children and their families. His ghost is still looking over our shoulders  
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and encumbering our choices. In fact, there is a sense in which his will precludes 

that very shared decision-making that we, as Dominicans, claim as part of our 

charism. Another reason daycare seems inappropriate for Dominicans lies in that 

pillar of Dominican life, namely, preaching. That same historical account begins, 

"Prouille...Kentucky...Illinois -- separated by a distance of six centuries and a span 

of two continents but united by a single thread: the preaching of the Word of God." 

What Word of God are we preaching in Kankakee? Ordinarily, for Dominican 

women, this preaching has been done through some channel of education; however, 

in recent decades, we have more and more participated in public preaching whenever 

we could seize the opportunity. In an age when we are reclaiming this charism, why 

would we continue to expend our energies on daycare? There are others who are 

called to this ministry. 

On the other hand, I was reminded of a workshop that some of us had attended in 

December of 1996; we recalled how Bryan Hehir spoke to us of the church as 

instrument of the kingdom in history. I had taken notes during his lectures so I re- 

read them. I was struck by his description of the function of the church as helping 

shape the kingdom, that is, to help the kingdom grow - not just in numbers but in its 

depth of understanding and of its working out of the kingdom. Some would have us 

believe that all we need to do is to continue the same direction we are going and 

make things a little better for a few more people; that’s not the answer. The 

prophets all had a single theme that they used to reflect, namely, where you stand  
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with God depends on how you stand with God particularly with respect to women, 

orphans and aliens. Two thousand eight hundred years later the prophets among us 

still call us to a social ministry among women, children and aliens. Matthew, too, 

calls us to keep our eyes on the edge of the circle of life for God’s eye is at the edge 

of the circle.(25:45) The Incarnation in the New Testament gives a radically new 

meaning to creation as described in Genesis, i.e., through creation God makes us like 

unto God and through the Incarnation God makes God like unto us. Father Hehir’s 

words reminded me of the real vigil I should be keeping, one that looks out for the 

welfare of women, children and aliens who stand at society’s edge. A ministry, such 

as daycare, if it is done well and serves the appropriate population, frees up the 

women and the aliens and the children; it has the power and possibility of bringing 

new meaning to their lives. 

Another voice that challenged us was, once again, that of Cardinal Bernardin. His 

words seemed to reproach us for questioning that the work of daycare didn’t seem to 

be in keeping with the Dominican charism: 

They (the people) wanted to be healed of an illness, to have their 
question answered, to have a dispute settled, to be fed with the word of 
God, or simply to satisfy their curiosity. What is important, however, 
is that, by caring and being present to them, Jesus enabled the people 
to experience salvation from God in some way. This is at the very heart 
of what it means to be a shepherd, a pastor: Through authentic ministry 
people encounter the living God. 

Jesus’ ministry was not orderly, but we would hardly suggest that it had 
no focus. He was frequently overextended in ministering to those in 
need, but he never lost his way. His work, at times, interfered with his 
sleep, but not with his prayer. For years I wondered how he kept his  



ministry so clearly on track through all the interruptions and obstacles - 
all the "mess" of the world that intruded into his life and ministry. 

Then one day it struck me that, when Jesus opened his arms to embrace 
a little child and when he opened his arms wide on the cross to embrace 
the whole world, it was one and the same. He came to bring the 
Father’s healing, saving love to the human family - one person at a 
time. He came among us filled with enduring love. So, the people he 
encountered on his journeys were never interruptions, distractions, or 

obstacles. For him, they were opportunities to carry out his mission; 
this is why the Father had sent him into the world! Serving others was 
at the very core of the meaning of his life and ministry. (the Gift of 
Peace, P. 78,9) 

We reflected upon these opposing views as January chill turned into February thaw. 

Meantime, the leadership at Servant Cor completed a thorough study of the materials 

that we had provided and were ready to respond to our question. Would they want 

to assume the sponsorship of the trust? Funny, by now I had made a 180-degree turn 

and was back to conjuring up new scenarios about the use of the Villa facility and the 

rest of the trust, new scenarios that would reach to the edge of the circle. None of 

them were new; there were none that had not already been suggested by our sisters 

back in July of ’96. However, Bryan Hehir helped me to understand that the way we 

have ministered in the past is socially unsustainable. He re-enkindled within me a 

desire to move so as to help the kingdom grow. I had moved from wanting to hear 

only one answer, "Yes, we will assume the sponsorship." to wanting to hear the 

opposite, "No, we don’t think the ministry is something we can undertake at this 

time." Of course, Servant Cor’s response was neither. They were way ahead of me 

in their reaching to the edge of the circle. Their answer was threefold, first, that they  
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would assume the stewarship of the trust, second, that they didn’t want to run it 

alone, but would like the Dominican sisters who presently administer the Villa to 

continue in an administrative role in conjunction with whatever administrative staff 

Servant Cor will need to provide and, third, that they desired collaboration in 

ministry with the people that live in Hopkins Park. 

Their decision seemed best to address the needs of all affected parties, those of the 

children, the employees, and our own concerns. There remains much work to do. 

There is legal work. There is communication work. There is personnel work. There 

will be meetings, meetings and more meetings. Nevertheless, this call heralded the 

approaching culmination of the first phase of this project. It was time to rest a bit 

and reflect on what had happened before we mounted phase two. How would this 

first phase be evaluated? What would be a method and criteria for evaluation? The 

responsibility for the project belongs to those who have authority regarding the 

mission. The by-laws of the Villa clearly designate that authority lies with the Board 

of Directors; however, there were many other groups involved along the way: the Lay 

Advisory Board, the Villa administrators, the Dominican community, the consultation 

group that did the study, Servant Cor, and many individuals from the Kankakee 

area. The issue was how to go about communicating the proposition offered by 

Servant Cor, our recommendation relative to that offer, the response of the group to 

the recommendation and each participant’s evaluation of the process. Since it is the 

Board of Directors that has the final authority, it is this group that needs to do both 
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the communication and make the request for the evaluation. 

At a subsequent meeting of the Board of Directors, the proposition from Servant Cor 

was reviewed and discussed from every angle. It was determined that, indeed, it was 

the recommendation of the Board of Directors that this offer be accepted. At this 

point there was somewhat of a time crunch; during Easter week the General Chapter 

of our congregation convenes for the election of a new prioress general and general 

council; those who will be elected will be installed on June 22. Those of us who have 

already served two terms are not eligible for re-election; therefore, the Board of 

Directors of Cardinal Stritch, Inc. would also be replaced by the new members. Most 

of us felt that we would like to bring this phase of the project to closure before 

leaving office, so we drew up a timeline. During these last weeks of February we 

would do the first piece of communication, viz, bring each group up to date on all that 

has transpired throughout the process; to some this would be in writing and to others 

this would be done at a meeting. In both situations, however, a response and an 

evaluation would accompany the communication. During March these would be 

collated for a return mailing accompanied by an explanation and statement of the 

decision along with an expression of our gratitude for their participation. 

I worded a step-by-step history of the whole process. This was much like writing this 

paper, only in a more synthesized form. When I came to the end, I spelled out the 

proposition from Servant Cor and our own recommendation relative to its acceptance.  
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Then I prepared a response and evaluation sheet for each participant. These 

contained four open-ended questions: 

1. How do you feel about the transfer of the sponsorship of the trust to Servant 

Cor with the understanding that the Villa will continue as a preferred 

provider of daycare services for the employees of Servant Cor and its 

subsidiaries? 

2. How do you feel about the role of the Dominican Sisters as they work with 

Servant Cor, viz, continuing with daycare in the Villa as well as 

beginning to serve needs in Hopkins Park? 

3. How would you evaluate the process relative to the future of the Villa as it 

unfolded? 

4. How would you evaluate your participation in this whole process? 

I decided to go to the Lay Advisory Board and the Villa staff myself instead of 

communicating with them through the mail; however, for the rest, i.e., the Dominican 

community, the consultation group that did the study, and those members of the 

Kankakee community with whom we had been in conversation, I would send them 

the history and evaluation. I called the chair of the Lay Advisory Board and made 

an appointment for a meeting; in the intervening time I prepared the mailing and 

sent it off to all those other constituents. I dreaded collating all those responses to 

present a clear picture of how the process was perceived; I wished in vain for some 

kind of a machine that could sift verbal replies.  
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The meeting at the Villa was just before Holy Week and, although I had put a March 

31 deadline on the forms that I mailed, some began trickling back early. 

Consequently, there was no respite from Villa business during the rest of March and 

the first half of April; however, the trickling process helped me keep ahead of the 

task and make the collation of statistics something within the realm of the possible. 

By the first of April I had completed the Villa meeting and received most of the 

evaluations that were going to be returned. The stats looked like this: 

Number of evaluations disseminated = 67 

Number of evaluations returned = 49 

Percent of evaluations returned = 73% 

I felt that this was a good response. How did the responses range? This synthesis 

is given in generalities and broad strokes: 

1. How do you feel about the transfer of the sponsorship of the trust to Servant 

Cor with the understanding that the Villa will continue as a preferred 

provider of daycare services for the employees of Servant Cor and its 

subsidiaries? 

6 = Opposed; prefer that Dominican Sisters continue sponsorship 

3 = Opposed; prefer that all assets are sold and mission continue 

under auspices of Dominican Sisters 

11 = Support; prefer that recipients be more indigent children 

29 = Support; solution fits everyone’s needs 

2. How do you feel about the role of the Dominican Sisters as they work with  
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Servant Cor, viz, continuing with daycare in the Villa as well as 

beginning to serve needs in Hopkins Park? 

9 = Opposed; prefer Dominican sponsorship 

40 = Support; they should decide their own mission and, if there 

are those who make these choices, that is up to them 

3. How would you evaluate the process relative to the future of the Villa as it 

unfolded? 

8 = Poor - I did not feel participative enough; it was all decided 

on a bureaucratic level 

13 = So-so - I knew what was going on but did not have a real role 

21 = Good - I was informed and had the opportunity to give input 

7 = Excellent - I felt well informed and that there was an 

openness to my opinions 

4. How would you evaluate your participation in this whole process? 

These responses were much the same as those above which goes 

to prove that the questions themselves were not seen as asking 

for different information. 

Even though these numbers are scattered and do not seem to point to any real 

consensus, they were all we had to work with as I went back to the Board of 

Directors. Did we find in them any mandate to transfer the sponsorship? Not really. 

Lacking a mandate, did we find here an understanding and support of this 

possibility? We did feel that the responses were positive enough for us to proceed  
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with the project. There were some responses from local communities of our sisters 

that were quite understandable. The changes of the last few decades have been 

embraced by some and brought fear to others. As Joan Chittister, O.S.B., writes in 

The Fire in These Ashes: 

As we see the old resources crumble around us, the old institutions lose 

their luster and their glory, the old social situation dry up and blow 
away, our own perspective begins to shift. The life stuggle of religious 
commitment that used to be taken for granted, done with ease, in fact, 

looms larger than possible, larger than acceptable. The idea of starting 

over to do new work with new energy wearies us to the bone. Without 
the numberless numbers of candidates, the great, stable systems, public 

approval and parochial support, the question of who we are and what we 
do gnaws at the heart and leaves us arid of soul. 

But this is a great moment for those whose souls are still alive with 
God. Diminishment requires more life of us than we have ever known 
before. It leads us to be ourselves, to give everything we've got, to know 
the power of God at work in us far beyond our own strength, far beyond 
our own vision. Diminishment gives us the opportunity, the reason, the 
mandate to examine our lives, to begin again, to dredge up what is best 
in us, to spill it recklessly across the canvas of the earth, to bank within 
us one more time the fires of commitment. Diminishment, arch-teacher 
of the soul, seals the entire enterprise. We know now that we are no 
more about our own work than were David, Joseph, Ruth, Esther, 
Judith, the Israelites in the desert or the exiles in Babylon. No, 
diminishment throws us back, whole and entire, small and trusting, 
aflame and afire, on God. And a life in God is anything but dead. It is 
glory beyond glory beyond glory. 

In the light of this study we looked back at our timeline and decided to send a copy 

of the compilation of the evaluations to everyone to whom we had originally sent a 

form, whether they had responded or not. These would all be done through mailings 

and that communication would also include a letter confirming our decision, viz, to 

transfer the sponsorship of Cardinal Stritch, Inc. to Servant Cor including the 

concomitant roles of our sisters in the outcome.  
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When I was a novice, and many years thereafter, the Rule of Saint Augustine was 
  

read publicly once a week. We became so familiar with it that we would all breathe 

a sigh of relief as we mouthed together with the reader the final words, "Here ends 

the rule of Saint Augustine." That's how I feel now, "Here ends the sponsorship of 

Alfred Fortin Villa." The project is ended; the project has begun. There is so much 

legal work and personnel consultation ahead; however, I feel all of that is an entirely 

new project for someone else to undertake. There is no way that, with everything 

else that has to be accomplished by June 22, we can do anything else toward the 

resolution of the question of the Alfred Fortin trust. Besides, when the next 

administration takes over, well have a ready-made task for them to accomplish and 

they will thereby feel some ownership. 

I recall that Jubilee erases divisions among people and recognizes each person’s 

rights; it is an expression of a vision of hope. Although some divisions may remain 

about the decisions relative to the Villa, I firmly believe the outcome is a truly 

expression of hope. Cardinal Bernardin wrote: 

Let me be clear what I mean by "hope". It is not a hope for something. 
It is not the expectation that something will happen....The hope of which 
I speak is an attitude about life and living in God’s loving care. Hope, 
rooted in our trust of God’s love for us in Christ, gives us strength and 
confidence; it comforts us with the knowledge that, whatever is 
happening to us, we are loved by God through Christ. So, we need not 
grieve or despair in the same way as those who do not share in this 
hope (1 Th 4:13-18)....Central to his (Jesus) mission is the strengthening 
of people’s faith so that they may live as a people of hope. This is the 
fuller meaning of Jesus’ healing miracles....Jesus helps us see that he is 
someone we can trust in the midst of chaos, someone through whom we 
can be filled with hope for the future. (A Sign of Hope. p.3)  
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This is critical for us who are followers of Jesus; we have an obligation to use 

whatever we have for others because all is gift and belongs to God. Jubilee 

reestablishes the fundamental equality that is God’s covenant with us. Jubilee has 

come to Kankakee. 
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LAS? TILL AND TESTLGNT OF 
AL¥YRED FOR?IN. 

I, ALFRED PORTIN a rozident of ths City and Comnty of EKerxakee, 

in the State of Illirois, being of lawful age and bsing of sound dis- 

posing mind znd fosbey ghd considering tho uncertainty of this frail 

znd transitory life, do therefore, male, publich, acknowledge, ordain 

and declare this to Son LAST WILL AND TESTALENT in ths mommer follow- 

ing thet is to says 

PIRST: I order end direot that ny Dxeoutor hereinafter nemad 

Poy all my just debts, claims egainst my estate, including Pieaval ex- 

pernses and coeta of acédm=inigtration, succession, transfer or inkeri tance 

tax that may poscidly be levied against my catate in comsequsnce of my 

doath and &5 aoon efter ny ‘death as corveniently can bs. 

SECOFD: It is ry will end desire that 211 of my nst ostate, 

real, personal and mix=d, 02 whatever kind Or nsturo and wherescaver 

situated, be ultimately dedicated to ths fomding, support and rain- 

tenance of an QRPHAXS EQE, e3 herein provided, to be located in the 

County of Konkelheo snd Stato of Illinois, being ths place where I was 

born and thks plece where I btrwilt the foundation for my seid ostate and 

to tho ond that my said will end desire may be drovided for, I give, 

'dovisa end bequeath to the FIRST WNION TRUST & SAVINGS BANK, a corpor- 

ation organised end existing wndsr the laws of the State of Illinois, 

baving~1ts principal place of busincas in the City of Chicego, County 

of Cook in tx3 Stete of Illinois, in truct for the said purpose, all 

ro property, real, personal znd mixed and of waetever kind or nature, 

aféer tho powv—ont of debts, clairs egesinst my cstiate end fuxarel ox- 

perses and costs of administration, subject to ths followinz provisions, 

© nsr3lye 

(a) S=2id Tructoo shall bold all oy raid property es an eccmmla- 

ting trust for a poriod of not to czcecd Twonty (20) yeers from and after 

       



  

the dato of ry death, so that it ray &ow and increase for the uses and 

purposes of the charitable gift herein vrovided for. 

(b) Said Trustee shall colleet the rents, profits and income 

therefrom, hall poy all texas imposed or legally levied against my said 

property, end shail kesp said property properly insured and in good noc- 

cacary ropair, end in caso of nccossity to advance =onsy to the trust hh 

cargo the cams to caid trust, end in general it shell have as full and 

complete powsr as I, the edsolute owner thersof, have during my lifetirs, 

subjcct to tha ozceptions horein notod. 

(3) The seid Trustee is directed, tnat whon my securities of any 

kind on k=and at my doath mature, t0 inveect tho proceeds in such good in- 

toract bearing securities, zo are provided by law of this Stato, for 

funds in tho honda of the Trueiccs, to be invested in like manner as 

funds in the hands of conservators end guerdians, and none of my securi- 

ties sh21l bo marketed end cold. 

{d) Saving reforonce to the real ostato which I now own and hold 

in the Cities o7 Fontreal, Chicersd and Eankslea, I have great znd sbid- 

ing 22ith in tk soundness of thwzo investronts as mede by =e, and 

atrestimy I direct that the fec of ncue of my said real estate shell 

Q £61& by said Trustes during ths existence of this trust. It ia ny 

wish that geld realty de hold, 25 herein provided, for the endowrent 

Cf said RPHLIS HQT, cudject tc tho law of tho State of Illinois. 

(0) I Qizcst —y =cid Prustoc shell armually report to tho Circuit 

Court of tho County of Xeummkce cud Stato of Illinois, said report to 

gontelin cuch itc=5 as are roquircd by law bs reported dy trustoes, gusr- 

ics exnd goncervators in this Sicte. 

(2) Said Trustoo chzll not substitute say of itc scowrities, 

BORES, Gr papsr for tho mortgzges, cconritica end bonds of the trust 

Q8LEto.  



    

(8) Sata PEAS EOu, when Catadlishod, chill do orcotoed tron 
the following preaises: Lots Fowr (4), Five (5), Six (8), Sh {7}. 

Eight (8) end Kina (9) in Bice: Pour {¢}, Hordobocek's Povi Adiition to 

North Xennlkoec, now thw Viliego of Bradloy, Fenlzlne County, Illinois, 

which I bsve already purchased as end for the site of maid CICFNS EOD 

or on eoxmo extention thereof Or enngxztion thereof. Said building 

erected chall bo in accordarcs with Plars now being propaxrod et ny dir- 

ection and shall conteirn =%t =a rromirent pert in the front of sold 

tailéirg, an inscription in stono, WALFRED FORTIN HEMCRIAL ORPEALT EG:EN, 

(rR) Said CGPHARS EOME £h=1l be operated by and mder tho control 

Or Illinois by citizens of the United States who ere erbers of the Eormn 

Of a corporation to ba korocfticr e5teblishsd wmder tho laws of the Stato NN 

Catmolic Order of Sisterhood, Xrowa £8 tho GRAY XFS, which Les its other 

House in tho City of Kontrcal, Province of Quzdes, Dominion of Carzis. 

{£) Iz znd when at any tims after ten (10) years from tke dato of 

oy death and before the end of the twantioth (20th) wer from tho date of 

xy doath the seid GRAY NITES chall first notify tho caid Trustees of ihoir 

inteation to underteln the ckmriteble work es herein provided for crd if 

e213 CILY NUNS £hall thoreafter organize said corporation and iz thay 

ck=3l domicile a sufficient zuziser of tho ms-dars of said order in Xenln- 

-Ke3 County, ard znzll duly notify tho Trustee of thoir readiness to begin 

the erecticr of & suitable bullding for said ORPHANS POE on sate gite in 

accordance with a plan end specilicatiors, which I have czusod to be pra- 

caid Trustes skall edvence such funds to said corporztion as sholi Te nzce- 

¢scary fron tims to time during {he progress of the erection of sid build- 

irg, but e£aid duiidirz shall not cxzocd in cost One Handred Thoucard 

$100,000.00) to One Kundred Twenty-five Thousard ($125,000.03) Dollerc. 

If s21d GRAY EONS zscept tho provisions of this will and if said corpira-  



Illinois, tbs sum of Five Thousard ($5,000.00) Dollars, Twanty (20) yoars 

after the date of my death. 

(J) Axl the remainder of tho property in the hands of the said 

Trustee, after peying for said building as herein provided, shall con- 

tinue wnder the management and control of sald Trustee for the ull 

period of Swenty (20) years from date of my death, paying the incoms 

to seid corporation organized for the purpose 02 carrying on ths char- 

{table trust, as herein provided. 

(kz) At the end of Zwenty (20) yeers from the date of my decath 

the szid Trustea shall convey, trancfer and set-over to the caid cor- 

oration, organized es aforesaid, ell 02 my ostats, real and personal, 

and all its accraulations in the bands of ¢ Trustee, provided thst 

said GRAY KUMS and/or the SISTIRS OF CELRIZY", ®icz Socwra do la Cher- 

ite™, znrll have complied with all of tho requirements and conditions 

nerd in tnis, my Will, end provided that the said (MPHARS BEQE is 

then a going and operating conceran for charitsble purposos in porpo- 

tulity. 

1} It iz my intention ari I £o direct that tho CEPE:NS ECE, 

> 

provided for in this will, wkon ostablishe £2all be used for tro 

care, boarding, lodging, reintczance end cducation of very yow:g .n- 

dizent crphan children, especially fouwndélings whose relatives are 

ur:bis to properly cere, board, lodge, maintain and ¢iucate, end 1 

recommend to the said GRAY FUNS that thoy follow a policy of finding 

£00d homes for sald orphans with people Who will take a perental cure 

ard interest in ssid children and tkat caid children be legally odepied, 

it tho seme can be dona. 

(m) In the event the said GRAY EUIS do not elest to oxocuto 

ard adzinister 

tze event that thsy, the said CRAY IUES, do not guelify under the pre- 

visions of this will, then in thet event I horeby select exother religicus  



order of Catholic Sisterhood rowan as the "SISTERS OF CHARITY", "les Soeurs 

de la Cherite™, of which religious order has aeveral orpkaragos both in Shs 

Dominion of Canada and in the United States, giving all the right, pover end 

authority to carry out the charitable trust, herein providad, and further 

carry out the provision of this will instead of the GRAY NUNS, if they fail 

to oloat as aforesaid. 

THITD;: I2 tho lengusgo used by m3 karein shell be ambiguous or sus- 

gep%ible of ¢w or core construstionsz, it iz my direction that said language 

ba clwys construed in favor of exd to give effect to tho charitable trust 

Uy m3 herein oreated. 

LiSTLY, I make, constitute end aproint BUGERE J. LAMARRE to be tho 

BExeculor of this, my Last Will and Testament; ard in the event that ssid 

ZUGENE J. LAMARRE would die, fcil or refuse to ect a8 such, or be irncapa- 

citated in ery manner, I koredby meke, constitute and eppoint CLAUIE M. 

GRANGER end ZIRNARD P. KRISE to bo Executors of this my leat Will. 

I hereby make, constitute end appoint the FIRST URION TRUST & SAV- 

INGS :AXX of Chicago, Illinois, & corporation, eforeseid, to be Trusteo 

der this my last Will, end in tne event tzat said FIRST WNION TRIET & 

SAVINGS BANK ot Chicago, Illinois would be dissolved and not a going trust 

corocration esuthorized to act in such cepacity, I bsreby nominate ard ap- 

»oint the NORTHERN TRUST CGPANY of Chicago, Illinois, a corporation, to 

act 25 Trustee under this Will, heredy rovoking any end all former wills 

ond codicilas horetofore made by mo. 4nd it is ny will and I desire and 

reauast that said EUGENE J. LAMARRE, Exzeculor hereinedbove ra2mad, bo em~ 

ployed or engaged es Attornosy by said Trustice. 

IN FITRESS WAEREOP I Kave berato subscribed ny naze this J/ 4 day 

of July, 4. D. 1933. | or ae 

LL Fos Lone 
| ae 

     



  

  

In orosting the ¢karitedble trust herein for tho bone- 

24% of orphens or fowmdlings, I desire t0 stéte that for many 

years past I have been studying the situation of institutions 

cyirg on this charitable work, not only in the United States 

but in the Dominion of Canada. I have inspscted scores of in- 

stitutions end I tind that In most casce they ere situated in a 

corgested pert, or parts, of large cities and are generally 

crowded to their highest capecity. It is my utmost cbsire in 

orsating tha cheritisble trust hsrein to elsborais wpon this 

Linding of fact by me that such institutions should be built 

zore in the opsa, eway from largor cities, £0 that the in- 

habitants of the rural communities would have possibly a 

greater opportunity to tasks those children by cohsont or suen 

institutions for rearing as their own, and that in placing 

such unfortunates it is to a greater advantage to them, morally 

and physically, tnet such orpkens or foundlings be placed in 

hommes in rural territories. 
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COURT ORDER 

 



IN THE CIRCUIT COQURT 

FOR THE TWELFTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 

KANKAKEE COUNTY, ILLINOIS 

CARDINAL STRITCH HOME, an Illinois 
not for profit corporation, 

IN CHANCERY 
Plaintiff, 

Ho. 73-CH—-2648 
Vs. 

WILLIAM J. SCOTT, Attorney General COMPLAINT TO ADMINISTER 
of the State of Illinois, CHARITABLE TRUST 

Defendant. 

DEC RETRLE 

This matter coming on to be heard on the verified complaint 

of the plaintiff, Cardinal Stritch Home, an Illinois not for 

profit corporation, and upon the answer of William J. Scott, 

Attorney General of the State of Illinois and the plaintiff and 

defendant being present in court represented by counsel and the 

Court having heard testimony of witnesses and having examined 

exhibits and heard suggestions cf counsel, FINDS: 

1) The Court has jurisdiction of the subject matter and 

of the parties to this cause. 

2) Cardinal Stritch Home is an Illinois not for profit 

corporation which was organized for the purpose of construction 

and operation of an orphan's home to carry into effect the 

general charitable intent of Alfred Fortin to provide a home 

for orphans and foundlings in Kankakee County, Illinois and said 

corporation was officially designated by the Circuit Court of 

Kankakee County, Illinois as the instrumentality to carry out 

the purpose of said Alfred Fortin. 

3) The decree designating Cardinal Stritch Home as afore- 

said was entered in the case of The First National Bank of 

Chicago, as Trustee under the Last Will and TEstament and Codicil 

of Alfred Fortin, deceased, plaintiff, vs. George W. Barrett, 

Attorney General for the State of Illinois, et al, defendants, 
i 

on March 30, 1949, in Chancery No. 27891 in the Circuit Court  



of Kankakee County, Illinois. 

4) The decree of the Circuit Court aforesaid was based 

upon the provisions of the Last will and Testament and Codicil 

of Alfred Fortin, deceasad. 

5) The decree of the Circuit Court aforesaid was appealed 

to the Supreme Court of Illinois and was affirmed by the Supreme 

Court of Illinois, the opinion of said court being reported in 

406 Ill. p. 44. 

6) Pursuant to the authority granted by the decree, Cardinal 

Stritch Home erected a home in Kankakee County, Illinois, de- 

signed to accommodate a capacity of 25 girls and 25 boys. 

7) The home erected by Cardinal Stritch Home was completed 

in the year 1954 and has, since that time, been operated con- 

tinuously as a home for dependent and orphan children, and the 

home was known as Alfred Fortin Villa. 

8) At one time the Alfred voreid Villa provided a home for 

more than 40 children. In the early years of operation of the 

Villa yaplous agencies, including the State of Illinois, pur- 

chased services of the Villa. The placement of the children 

was ordinarily through the local agency of Catholic Charities. 

9) The physical facilities of the Villa consist of a three 

story building located on an eleven acre tract in Bourbonnais, 

Illinois. The first floor contains a kitchen, dining room, 

laundry, storage and gayroom facilities. The second floor is 

occupied by a library, offices, a guest suite and storage rooms. 

The third floor is occupied by separate dormitories for boys 

and girls. 

10) Subsequent to the initial operation of the home, the 

State of Illinois and other agencies changed the policy with 

reference to placement of children and shifted the emphasis 

I 

 



from caring for orphan and dependent children in institutions 

to placement in foster homes and at present institutions such 

as Alfred Fortin Villa are used by the State and by courts 

only for temporary placement and crisis situations. 

11) In recent times the number of children provided for by 

Alfred Fortin Villa has declined drastically and the income 

has declined to a point that it does not cover the cost of oper- 

ation, as a result of which it has become necessary to use 

principal of the trust funds. 

12) The projected census of children at the Alfred Fortin 

Villa for September, 1973, immediately prior to cessation of 

operation, was 9 and it was not known how long these children 

would be cared for at the institution. 

13) Alfred Fortin Villa is operated by members of the Order 

of Dominican Sisters having its Motherhouse at Sacred Heart 

Convent in Springfield, Illinois. The training and work of 

the Sisters is primarily educational. 

14) The minimum personnel required to keep Alfred Fortin 

Villa operating is three sisters (including the superintendent) 

a chaplain, a cook, two part time staff workers, a consultant 

physician and social case workers. The 1972 licensing repre- 

sentative's report listed at least one additional staff member 

as a requirement. 

15) The Department of Children and Family Services in its 

1972 relicensing evaluation has listed as a requirement a plan 

for a higher degree of personal privacy for the ciildren than 

is now possible with the two large open dormitories. These 

dormitories are housing children who range widely in ages. 

16) At the present time it appears that more than 50% of 

the cost of operation will be paid from trust funds and the 

 



principal will be rapidly eroded. It also appears that the 

cost of restructuring the building and adding personnel would 

rapidly erode the trust fund. 

17) It became imperative that Cardinal Stritch Kome cease 

operation as a home for orphan and dependent children and seek 

the advice of the court regarding the carrying out of the 

charitable purpose of the donor, Alfred Fortin. 

18) In the year 1971 the Dominican Sisters sought advice 

of management counsel for an evaluation of Alfred Fortin Villa 

and obtained a report which has been made a part of the record 

in this cause. This report took cognizance of the changing con- 

cepts in child care, the decrease in governmental purchase of 

services, the declining resident census and the inflationary 

economy. Included in the findings of Little and Associates, 

the management counsel employed by Alfred Fortin Villa was a 

finding that there is a need for a day care center for middle 

to lower income families whose adult members are required to 

work outside the home for a living and have no adequate place 

for their pre school children. The existence of this need was 

concurred in by the local Catholic Charities representative. 

19) At the present time the physical plant of Alfred Fortin 

Villa could be devoted to use as a day care center and learning 

center for small children with a minimum of change and a minimum 

of capital expenditure. 

20) The charitable trust established by Alfred Fortin indi- 

cates a major purpose to care for young children of Kankakee 

County and adjacent areas and the specific directions regarding 

an orphanage constitute a mode of accomplishment rather than a 

fixed mandate. 

21) Concepts of orphan care, dependent child care, care of 

children of working parents and children whose parents need 

di  



assistance in care of their children for various reasons change 

from time to time and it would appear to be within the chari- 

table intention of Alfred Fortin to devote the trust fund to 

any useful or practical assistance to young children of 

Kankakee County, Illinois and adjacent areas without seeking 

new direction of the court for each change in mode of assistance 

to children. 

22) Vhile there are no specific limitations or restrictions 

on use of principal funds as distinguished from income funds in 

the Alfred Fortin Trust, Cardinal Stritch Home has not used 

principal funds received from the Alfred Fortin Trust for any 

purpose other than capital expenditures, and, as of December 1, 

1973 the assets known as original Trust Funds then remaining, 

consisted of the following: 

Cash (invested) $127,143.20 

Mortgage balance, Montreal property 45,140.11 

Depreciated value of land, 
improvements, buildings and 
equipmentat Villa per books 157,556.39 

Depreciated value residence 
131 N. Raye, per books 10,336.00 

Land including land on which Villa 
is situated and adjoining farm 45,200.00 

TOTAL VALUE $ 385,380.69 

23) During the time Cardinal Stritch Home has been operating 

Alfred Fortin Villa numerous persons have by direct donation 

or by bequest or devise in wills made funds available to the 

corporation which are subject ‘only to the limitations, if any 

contained in the instruments of donation. As of December 1, 

1973 the funds on hand which have been received from these 

donations amounted to $127,914.29 in cash, a mortgage balance 

due upon sale of land in the amount of $32,000.00, and 915 

shares of Sears Rosbuck stock carried at a value of $7,434.38. 

The total of these cash, mortgage funds and corporate stock 
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which have been carried on the books as Bequest Funds is 

$167,348.67. 

24) The plaintiff has prayed a declaration of this Court 

that: 

(A) Under existing conditions the continued operation of 

Alfred Fortin Villa as an orphanage is impractical. 

(8) A child day care and learning center operated at Alfred 

Fortin Villa is within the purposes of the Alfred Fortin trust 

but the purposes are not limited thereto. 

(C) Any useful or practical assistance to young children in 

Kankakee County and adjacent areas of the general nature of 

child care or Child learning is within the charitable intent 

and purpose of the charitable trust created by the Will of 

Alfred Fortin. 

(D) The funds received by Cardinal Stritch Home through 

other sources than the Alfred Fortin will, knwon as "Bequest 

Funds" are subject only to such restrictions or limitations as 

are contained in the instrument of donation of such funds. 

25) The equities are with the plaintiff and plaintiff is 

entitled to the relief prayed. 

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED: 

A. That continued operation of Alfred Fortin Villa as an 

orphanage is Sipraceianl and is properly terminated. 

B. A child day care and learning center operated at Alfred 

Fortin Villa is within the purposes of the Alfred Fortin trust 

but the purposes are not limited thereto. 

C. Any useful or practical assistance to young children in 

Kankakee County and adjacent areas of the general nature of 

child care or child learning is within the charitable intent 

and purpose of the trust created by the Will of Alfred Fortin. 
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D. The funds received by Cardinal Stritch Home through 

other sources than the Alfred Fortin will, known as Bequest 

Funds are subject only to such restrictions or limitations as 

are contained in the instruments of donation of such funds. 

ENTER: 

  

Circuit Judge 

 


